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Abstract—Parallel file systems (PFSes) play an essential role
in high performance computing. To ensure the integrity, many
PFSes are designed with a checker component, which serves as
the last line of defense to bring a corrupted PFS back to a healthy
state. Motivated by real-world incidents of PFS corruptions, we
perform a fine-grained study on the capability of PFS checkers
in this paper. We apply type-aware fault injection to specific PFS
structures, and examine the detection and repair policies of PFS
checkers meticulously via a well-defined taxonomy. The study
results on two representative PFS checkers show that they are
able to handle a wide range of corruptions on important data
structures. On the other hand, neither of them is perfect: there
are multiple cases where the checkers may behave sub-optimally,
leading to kernel panics, wrong repairs, etc. Our work has led
to a new patch on Lustre. We hope to develop our methodology
into a generic framework for analyzing the checkers of diverse
PFSes, and enable more elegant designs of PFS checkers for
reliable high-performance computing.

I. I NTRODUCTION
High-performance parallel file systems (PFSes) play an
essential role today. A variety of PFSes (e.g., Lustre [23],
BeeGFS [29], OrangeFS [43], Ceph [42]) have been deployed
widely in national labs [6] and data centers [2] to empower
large-scale I/O intensive computing. Therefore, the integrity
of PFSes is critically important.
To ensure the integrity of PFSes and avoid system downtime
or data loss, various fault tolerance techniques have been
proposed (e.g., RAID [9], checkpointing [32], [38], [40],
failover [7], journaling [15], [37]). Unfortunately, despite the
great efforts, PFSes may still become corrupted in practice
for many reasons including software bugs, hardware faults,
power outages, etc. [11]. For example, in an incident at the
High Performance Computing Center (HPCC) in Texas, the
storage clusters managed by Lustre were severely corrupted
after power outages [12]. Similar cases have been reported in
other recent studies [22].
To handle the potential corruption, many PFSes are designed
with a checker component (e.g., LFSCK [33] for Lustre,
BeeGFS-FSCK for BeeGFS). Similar to the checkers of local
file systems (e.g., e2fsck for Ext2/3/4 [4], xfs-check for
XFS [10]), the PFS checker usually scans the on-disk layout
of the corresponding PFS, detects and repairs inconsistencies
based on predefined policies, and serves as the last line of
defense to bring the corrupted system back to a healthy state.
For simplicity, we call the underlying detection and repair
policies of PFS checkers as checker policy in this paper.

Nevertheless, designing a correct checker is notoriously
difficult due to the complexity of the file system and the
diversity of corruption scenarios [20], [25]–[28], [35]. For
example, Gunawi et al. [28] find that the checker of Ext2
may generate inconsistent or even insecure repairs. Similarly,
Carreira et al. [20] test the checkers of five popular local file
systems and find bugs in all of them, including cases leading
to data loss.
The deficiency exposed in local file system checkers raises
the concern for PFS checkers, because PFS checkers depend
on local file system states and need to examine a much larger
scale of states across local file systems. In fact, in the HPCC
incident mentioned above, the Lustre checker LFSCK failed
to repair the corrupted Lustre for unknown reasons.
Unfortunately, to the best of our knowledge, there is little
equivalent thorough study of PFS checkers, largely due to
the lack of effective methodologies. One recent framework
PFault [18] applies automatic fault injection to test the failure
handling of Lustre. While it is effective for its original design
goal, it is ineffective for studying PFS checkers due to its
coarse-grained fault models and emulation methodology. For
example, the whole device failure emulated by PFault can
easily affect the entire system including the PFS and the local
file system. As a result, it is difficult (if possible at all) to
understand the root causes of the symptoms observed, let
alone pinpointing the potential deficiency of the PFS checker.
Similarly, another recent work [41] proposes to study the crash
consistency of PFSes via replaying workload traces, which
shares the same limitation as PFault since it crashes the entire
system stack.
In this paper, we propose a fine-grained methodology to
fingerprint the checker policy, which is one fundamental step
to identify the potential deficiency and improve the design of
PFS checkers. One key observation is that the PFS metadata
is tightly interleaved with the metadata of local file systems
on storage devices. For example, Lustre’s ldiskfs backend is a
variant of Ext4, and Lustre leverages the extended attributes of
Ext4 inodes to store various metadata. Similarly, BeeGFS also
makes use of the extended attributes of local inodes. In other
words, the PFS metadata and the local file system metadata are
closely correlated. Therefore, to analyze the PFS checker with
high fidelity, we need to decouple such close correlation and
identify the contract between PFS and the local file system.
Based on the key observation, we conduct a study on the

checker policy of two important and different PFSes: Lustre
and BeeGFS. We leverage gray-box knowledge [14] of PFS
metadata, apply type-aware fault injection to specific PFS
structures while maintaining the integrity of local file systems,
and examine the policies of the target PFS checker meticulously. Moreover, inspired by the classic IRON taxonomy
for local file systems [39], we characterize the checker policy
of Lustre and BeeGFS into multiple levels, which precisely
captures the detection and repair capabilities.
The detailed characterization helps us identify opportunities
for improving the state-of-the-art PFS checkers. Overall, we
find that both LFSCK and BeeGFS-FSCK can detect and repair a variety of corruptions on important PFS data structures.
However, there are still multiple cases where the checkers
may behave sub-optimally, generating kernel panics, wrong
repairs, invalid options, etc. The kernel panic case has been
confirmed by Lustre developers and has led to a new patch.
Encouraged by the study results, we are building an automatic
framework for fingerprinting the checker policy of PFSes in
depth. We hope to develop the methodology into an opensource framework to facilitate analyzing the checker policy
of diverse PFSes and enable more elegant designs of PFS
checkers for reliable high-performance computing.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: §II introduces
the background with motivating examples; §III describes our
fingerprinting methodology; §IV presents experimental results
on Lustre and BeeGFS; §V discusses future work.
II. BACKGROUND & M OTIVATION
A. Parallel File Systems & Their Checkers
Parallel file systems (PFSes) are the critical I/O infrastructure for high-performance computing (HPC). They are
optimized for highly concurrent accesses to files at scale.
We use Lustre [34], one of the most popular PFSes [30], to
illustrate the typical architecture as follows:
•
•

•

•

MGS/MGT: Management Server/Target manages and
store the configuration information of Lustre.
MDS/MDT: Metadata Server/Target manages and stores
the metadata of Lustre; MDS provides network request
handling for one or more local MDTs.
OSS/OST: Object Storage Server/Target manages and
stores the actual user data; OSS provides the file I/O
service and handles network requests for local OSTs; user
data are stored as one or more objects on OSTs.
Clients launch applications to access the data in Lustre,
usually from login nodes or compute nodes.

As the system scale and complexity keeps increasing,
maintaining PFS consistency and data integrity is becoming
more and more important and challenging. Therefore, Lustre
introduces an online component called LFSCK [33] for detecting and repairing corruptions, which has been significantly
enhanced since v2.6. Similarly, other popular PFSes also
include a checker component as the last line of defense to
handle corruptions (e.g., BeeGFS-FSCK, PVFS2-FSCK).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1: Two corruption cases on Lustre. (a) Corrupted
LOV EA on MDT, which can be detected and repaired by
LFSCK; (b) Corrupted FID on OST, which cannot be repaired,
although redundant information is available.

B. Examples of PFS Checker Policy
In this section, we demonstrate the checker policy of
LFSCK using two concrete examples. Fig. 1 shows simplified Lustre data structures on MDT and OST, where
white/green/yellow boxes represent inode, inode extended
attribute, and data, respectively. In Fig. 1(a), OST-object a
recognizes MDT-object A as its parent, because a’s “parent
FID” maps to A’s “FID” (a global ID for each Lustre file).
Normally, A’s “LOV EA” should also map to a’s ”FID”. In
case “LOV EA” becomes corrupted, we find that LFSCK is
able to detect and repair “LOV EA” via redundancy [46].
Similarly, in Fig. 1(b), MDT-object B’s “LOV EA” maps to
OST-object b’s “FID”. However, in case b’s “FID” becomes
corrupted, we find that LFSCK may fail to repair it, although
there is redundant information available. Such incompleteness
may leave the PFS in a corrupted state, eventually causing
downtime or even data loss. We propose a fine-grained approach to address the challenge in the next section.
III. C HECKER POLICY FINGERPRINTING
In this section, we introduce our method to study the
checker policies of PFSes. First, in order to trigger the detection and repairing operations of the target PFS checker, we
apply type-aware fault injection to PFS images and generate
precise and diverse corruptions (§III-A). Second, in order
to qualitatively measure the checker policies, we develop a
taxonomy to characterize the behaviors in details (§III-B).
A. Type-Aware Fault Injection
The behaviors of PFS checkers depend on the PFS states,
which in turn depends on two major factors: the workloads
applied to the PFS, and the corruptions occurred to the PFS.
Therefore, the first step of our type-aware fault injection is to
apply workloads to age the PFS and generate representative
metadata layouts. Inspired by a recent work on aging file
systems [21], we apply a git-based workload to create the
aging effect efficiently. We plan to incorporate other I/O
intensive workloads in future work (§V).
Next, after obtaining a meaningful metadata layout via
aging, we inject faults that emulate realistic corruptions. Many
existing works [18], [25], [41], [47] inject faults to the target
system in a coarse-grained type-oblivious manner, i.e., they do

TABLE I: PFS Data Structures. The table shows the data structures of Lustre and BeeGFS used in our type-aware fault
injection. For each structure, we list the name, the node location, the relation to local FS, and the usage. Note that the
information is derived from the source codes and (incomplete) documentations based on our best efforts.
Lustre Structures
MDT-object
OST-object
llog record
FID
FID location database (FLDB)
object index (OI) table
LOV EA
parent FID (PFID)
linkEA
nlink
BeeGFS Structures
dentry-by-name (MDT-object)
dentry-by-ID (MDT-object)
fhgfs (MDT-object)
chunk (OST-object)
content directory
nlink
size

Node
MDT
OST
MDT
MDT & OST
MDT
MDT & OST
MDT
OST
MDT
MDT
Node
MDT
MDT
MDT
OST
MDT
MDT
OST

Relation to Local FS
regular file (empty)
regular file
regular file
extended attribute
regular file
regular file
extended attribute
extended attribute
extended attribute
inode field
Relation to Local FS
regular file (empty)
regular file (empty)
extended attribute
regular file
directory file (dir.)
inode field
inode field

not consider how a byte is being used by the target system.
As a result, the injected faults often affect the entire software
stack and trigger complex behaviors (e.g., crash, reboot) that
are time-consuming and difficult to analyze.
To address the limitation, we inject well-defined faults to
specific types of the PFS structures. Such fine granularity
allows us to examine the different rules that the PFS checker
applies for its different internal structures efficiently. The types
of PFS data structures we test are listed in TABLE I, which
includes both Lustre and BeeGFS. Note that both PFSes have
data structures closely interleaved with the local file system
(e.g., Lustre’s FID and BeeGFS’ fhgfs are embedded in the
extended attributes of local inodes), which makes the typeawareness critically important for avoiding the complexity
introduced by local file systems.
For the target PFS structures, we consider the following fault
models, which are derived from the literature [18], [19], [24],
[25], [39], [44], [48], [49] as well as the design documents of
the PFS checkers [16], [33]. These fault models capture the
typical corruptions that may occur in the local storage stack
and be exposed to the PFS checker:
•

•
•

•

junk: bytes of the structure are replaced by random values.
This is the scenario of the two examples in Fig. 1, and
as mentioned in §II, LFSCK may or may not be able to
repair depending on the affected types.
zero: bytes of the structure are replaced by zero. This is
a special case of junk.
duplicate: the structure has the same value as another
structure of the same type. This may occur when doing
file-level backup and restore on MDT servers [13].
out-of-sync: In-memory copy of the structure is inconsistent with on-disk copy. This may be caused by mem-

Usage
Provides extended attributes for Lustre metadata
Data stripes for user data
Stores Lustre transaction info
A unique, global ID of a Lustre file
Maps FID.sequence number to MDT/OSTs
Maps FIDs to on-disk inode numbers
Stores one or more child OST-objects’ FIDs
Stores parent MDT-object’s FID
Stores MDT-object’s name & its parent dir.’s FID
Number of hard links of the inode
Usage
Stores user file name in its name entry
Stores child chunks’ ID in its name entry
Stores BeeGFS metadata
Data stripes for user data & ID in its name entry
List of MDT-objects in directory
Number of hard links of the inode
Size of a chunk

ory/disk corruptions and software bugs.
For PFS structures stored as regular files/directories on the
local file system, we use regular file operations to inject faults
(e.g., dd, rm); for other structures stored as the extended
attributes of local inodes, we use file system specific tools
(e.g. , debugfs [3]). All operations maintain the integrity
of the local file system. Also, to examine the checker policy
precisely, we only inject one single fault at a time, similar to
the previous work [24].
B. PFS Checker Taxonomy
Since the specific PFS structures and the consistency relations among them are diverse and complex, the detection and
repair policies of PFS checkers are complicated too. To make
the measurement and comparison more accurate, we develop a
unified taxonomy based on the high-level similarity of PFSes.
First, inspired by the classic memory consistency models [36], we propose a PFS consistency model, which describes
the general principle that PFS checkers should ensure in
order to maintain PFS integrity. This model is based on the
observation that many policies can be described as relations
between objects on MDT and objects on OSTs. Specifically,
the PFS consistency model includes the following definition
and consistency rules:
• Consistency Group (CG): an MDT-object and all its
associated child OST-objects form a CG;
• CG-rule1: every object in a CG should be consistent
individually (e.g., has a valid format within the structure);
• CG-rule2: one MDT-object of a client directory maps to
no child OST-object;
• CG-rule3: one MDT-object of a client file maps to at least
one child OST-object;

CG-rule4: one OST-object maps to one and only one
parent MDT-object;
• CG-rule5: the mapping between a parent MDT-object and
a child OST-object is bidirectional;
• CG-rule6: an object violating the above rules may only
exist in a specified location (e.g., “lost+found”).
If a corruption breaks one or more of the consistency
rules, we expect the PFS checker to be able to detect the
inconsistency. In case there is redundancy in PFS structures,
the PFS checker may be able to repair the inconsistency;
otherwise, the corrupted objects should be reclaimed to a
specified location (e.g., “lost+found”).
Based on the model, we propose a taxonomy to characterize
the checker policies of PFSes meticulously, which includes
multiple Detection and Repair levels. Detection levels describe
the capability of the PFS checker to detect corruptions violating the consistency model:
• Dabn. : the PFS checker behaves abnormally (e.g., hangs
or crashes) without reporting detection results;
• Dzero : the PFS checker finishes normally but misses the
corruption, which may occur when the checker skips an
entire data structure;
• Dpar. : the PFS checker partially detects the corruption,
which may occur when the checker only examines partial
bytes of a CG;
• Dcom. : the ideal case when the PFS checker detects the
corruption completely.
Similarly, Repair levels describe the capability of the PFS
checker to repair the corruptions:
• Rwro. : the PFS checker fixes the corruption in a wrong
way (e.g., a corrupted inode extended attribute is “repaired” by a wrong value).
• Rzero : the PFS checker reports failure on repair; note that
Dzero implies Rzero .
• Rpar. : the PFS checker partially fixes the corruption;
• Rcom. : the PFS checker fixes the corruption completely
according to the PFS consistency model.
Note that our current model and taxonomy may not cover
all potential cases of PFS corruptions. For example, if MDTobject A mistakenly refers to MDT-object B’s child OST-object
b, and b also mistakenly refers to A. Based on the model, a
PFS checker may move MDT-object B to “lost+found”,
while A and b may legally refer to each other. And the
PFS checker may be classified as Dcom. and Rcom. . However,
such corner cases require collaborative corruptions on multiple
servers simultaneously, which is rare in practice. Therefore, we
leave more sophisticated cases as future work.
•

IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
In this section, we present the results of fingerprinting
the policies of LFSCK (§IV-A) and BeeGFS-FSCK (§IV-B).
Overall, we find that both checkers can detect and repair a
variety of corruptions. However, there are still cases where
the checkers behave sub-optimally (e.g., kernel panics, wrong
repair, invalid option). All experiments were performed on

a six-node cluster: one MGS/MGT, one MDS/MDT, three
OSS/OSTs, and one client. A subset of the experiments have
been repeated and verified on a Lustre profile and a BeeGFS
profile on CloudLab [1]. The experiment scripts, corrupted
images, and the CloudLab profiles are publicly available [8].
A. LFSCK Policy
LFSCK is a distributed checker with one master engine on
MDT and slave engines on OSTs. All engines can examine the
Lustre structures locally. Moreover, the master engine inquires
metadata from OSTs to check global consistency with kernel
threads. Table II summarizes the results of LFSCK using the
taxonomy defined in §III. Overall, we find that LFSCK is
able to detect and repair corruptions on a variety of structures
completely (i.e., Dcom. and Rcom. ). We discuss a few suboptimal cases in details below.
Kernel panic (Dabn. ). When the in-memory copy of the inode
(stands for Ext4 inode here) of “MDT-object” or “OST-object”
is inconsistent with the on-disk copy, LFSCK kernel threads
may trigger kernel panics. This implies a potential gap in
the contract between LFSCK and local file system: LFSCK
assumes the object files exist, which may not always be true
in practice (e.g., local inodes may be corrupted or reclaimed by
e2fsck [4]). A more elegant policy could be verifying the
existence of the file first. This abnormal behavior has been
confirmed by Lustre developers, and has led to a new patch.
Skipping on-disk copy (*Dcom. ). For most data structures,
LFSCK scans the on-disk copy and examines the consistency.
However, for “OI table” and “LOV EA”, LFSCK only checks
the in-memory copy of the structure without examining the
actual on-disk copy. As a result, the on-disk corruption may
not be detected immediately.
Wrong repair (Rwro. ). LFSCK may use redundancy in Lustre
structures to repair corrupted structures. However, in case of
junk or out-of-sync in “FID on MDT”, LFSCK may update
the FID on MDT using a new value, but forget to update the
corresponding PFID on OST. As a result, the mapping between
the MDT-object and the OST-object is still invalid.
Unbounded repair (+Rcom. ). When “linkEA” is duplicated,
LFSCK appears to be able to repair the structure initially.
However, we observe that when the structure is corrupted and
repaired repeatedly, linkEA will be extended with extra bytes
and LFSCK will eventually hang.
B. BeeGFS-FSCK Policy
Different from LFSCK, BeeGFS-FSCK loads structures to a
SQLite database and checks BeeGFS using SQL queries. As
shown in Table II, BeeGFS-FSCK can also detect or repair
diverse corruptions (i.e., Dcom. and Rcom. ), We discuss a few
sub-optimal cases below.
Wrong repair (Rwro. ). BeeGFS uses two empty files (i.e.,
dentry-by-name and dentry-by-ID) to represent client
file’s name and its data chunk ID on OST. As shown in Fig. 2,
dentry-by-name and dentry-by-ID share the same
inode via hard link [5]. However, when the “fghfs” extended

TABLE II: Summary of Checker Policy. This table summarizes the checker policies of LFSCK and BeeGFS observed in our
experiments based on the detection (D) and repair (R) levels defined in §III. Green color means the corruption is detected or
repaired completely. Red color means the checker has abnormal behaviors or repairs the corruption in a wrong way. “*” means
the checker only checks the in-memory copy of the structure. “+” means the checker will hang if the structure is corrupted
and repaired repeatedly. “—” means the fault is not applicable to the structure.

Lustre Structures
MDT-object
OST-object
llog record
FID on MDT
FID on OST
FLDB
OI table
LOV EA
PFID
linkEA
nlink
BeeGFS Structures
dentry-by-name (MDT-object)
dentry-by-ID (MDT-object)
fhgfs (MDT-object)
chunk (OST-object)
content directory
nlink
size

junk
—
Dzero |Rzero
Dzero |Rzero
Dcom. |Rwro.
Dcom. |Rzero
Dzero |Rzero
*Dcom. |Rzero
*Dcom. |Rcom.
Dpar. |Rpar.
Dcom. |Rcom.
Dzero |Rzero
junk
—
—
Dcom. |Rwro.
Dzero |Rzero
—
D
* com. |Rzero
*Dcom. |Rzero

zero
—
Dzero |Rzero
Dzero |Rzero
Dcom. |Rzero
Dcom. |Rzero
Dzero |Rzero
*Dcom. |Rzero
*Dcom. |Rcom.
Dcom. |Rcom.
Dcom. |Rcom.
*Dcom. |Rzero
zero
—
—
Dcom. |Rwro.
Dzero |Rzero
—
D
* com. |Rzero
*Dcom. |Rzero

duplicate
—
—
—
Dcom. |Rwro.
Dcom. |Rzero
—
—
D
* com. |Rcom.
Dcom. |Rcom.
Dcom. |+Rcom.
—
duplicate
—
—
Dcom. |Rzero
—
—
—
—

out-of-sync
Dabn. |Rzero
Dabn. |Rzero
Dzero |Rzero
Dcom. |Rwro.
Dzero |Rzero
Dzero |Rzero
*Dcom. |Rcom.
*Dcom. |Rcom.
Dzero |Rzero
Dcom. |Rcom.
—
out-of-sync
Dcom. |Rcom.
Dcom. |Rcom.
Dcom. |Rwro.
Dpar. |Rzero
Dcom. |Rcom.
—
—

However, we still observe sub-optimal checking of these
structures. This implies that existing test suites are not enough,
which is consistent with previous studies [17].
V. D ISCUSSION & F UTURE W ORK
The work presented in this paper suggests many opportunities for further improvements. We discuss two major directions
in this section.
Fig. 2: Example of wrong repair operation on BeeGFS.
White/green/blue/yellow colors represent inode, extended attribute, regular file, and user data, respectively.
attribute of the inode is corrupted, BeeGFS-FSCK will remove
the intact dentry-by-name. As a result, the client data
cannot be accessed.
Invalid option (Rzero ). BeeGFS-FSCK seems to be more userfriendly as it often prompts to users and provides repairing
options. However, the specified option may be ineffective. For
example, in case of junk or zero on “nlink” or “size”, BeeGFSFSCK offers to update the corresponding structure, but we find
that the structure is not actually updated.
C. Need for More Complete Test Cases
Both Lustre and BeeGFS have built-in test suites for their
checkers. For example, there are test cases designed for
Lustre’s FID, nlink, and BeeGFS’ chunk, nlink, size.

Scalability & Automation. Our current study involves much
manual effort (e.g., identifying PFS metadata types). To make
the methodology more scalable, we are building a framework named PC HECK. We are exploring static analysis to
identify PFS metadata structures precisely. Also, to generate
more comprehensive PFS states, we are exploring the fuzzing
technique [31], [45] and more HPC workloads. Our goal is
to develop PC HECK into a generic framework that can fingerprint the checker policies of diverse PFSes thoroughly and
efficiently, including PFSes without using local file systems
(e.g., IBM Spectrum Scale).
Enhancing PFS Checkers. Based on the fingerprinting results, we are exploring methods to improve state-of-the-art
PFS checkers. We will enrich the proposed PFS consistency
model and taxonomy to serve as a foundation for designing
complete checker policies. We plan to collaborate with PFS
developers and the community to explore new designs, so that
the robustness of PFSes can be improved to the next level.
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